
 

To ensure national consistency and agreement with other LANDFIRE models, the following rules 
must be followed for all LANDFIRE models: 
 

 

 LANDFIRE models use a subset of the transition options available in ST-Sim. 
o Deterministic transitions (succession transitions) are attributed with a From 

Class, To Class, Age Min and Age Max.  
o Probabilistic transitions (disturbance transitions) are attributed with a From 

Class, To Class, Transition Type and Probability. The Age Reset and TST (Time 
Since Transition) Min options may be used following the rules below.  

 

 Ages of classes along the main succession pathways should line up with no gaps or 
overlap (e.g. if class A is from 0-8 years, the next class should start at 9 years). 

 

 Disturbances (except AltSuccession) cannot advance a pixel in age. Disturbances can 
only maintain a class or cause a transition to a younger class. 

 

 The same disturbance can be used twice in a single class only if its destination classes 
are different. 
 

 Alternative Succession (AltSuccession) can be used as a probability or with TST. If TST is 
used, the TST rule below applies. 
 

 Age Reset should be Yes for disturbances that cause a class change and for disturbances 
in the initial class (typically class A or Early 1) that reset the age to 0. Age reset should be 
set to No if one of these conditions does not apply. 

 

 Time-Since-Transition can only be used with Alternative Succession (AltSuccession) and 
must refer to the All Fire group (surface, mixed and replacement fire transitions). An 
Alternative Succession transition that uses TST should have a probability of 1 and a TST 
Min value that represents the minimum amount of time required to be eligible for the 
transition. For example, if the TST Min is 10, the Alternative Succession transition cannot 
occur until 10 years has passed since any fire transition occurred for a given simulation 
cell. On the Advanced Tab the Transition Group for the Alternative Succession Transition 
Type should be set to AllFire. 
 

 LANDFIRE models do not use the Proportion, Age Min, Age Max, Age Shift, TST Max or 
TST Shift functions. 
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